I. INTRODUCTION
It is a very important task to find out new finite-dimensional completely integrable systems in soliton theory. It is a celebrated fact that the Hill-Schrgdinger eigenvalue problem -qxr +uq=ilq is nonlinearized by the Mckcan-Trublowitz identity (q,q) = 1 to be a famous mechanic system owing to the Neumann system -q,+eI=~q, ~=mhq)-GMIJ, (4,4)=19 which is completely integrable in the Liouville sense and can be regarded as a harmonic N-oscillator constraint on sphere SN.lf2 In light of this thought, some classical integrable systems generated through the nonlinearization of the eigenvalue problems are obtained.3-5 In this article, we prove that the Kaup-Newell eigenvalue problem6 is nonlinearized to be a new finite-dimensional completely integrable Hamiltonian system under the Bargmann constraint. This article is divided into four sections. In the next section we present the commutator representation (or Lax representation) of the Kaup-Newell vector field. In Sec. III a new finite-dimensional involutive system {F,} is found out and moreover the nonlinearization of the Kaup-Newell eigenvalue problem under the Bargmann constraint is proven to be a new completely integrable Hamiltonian system. Section IV gives the description that the involutive solution of the compatible system (H) = (FO), (F,) is mapped by f: ( u,u) T=f(q,p) which is determined by the Bargmann constraint u= -(Aq,q), u= (Ap,p) into the solution of the m+ lth Kaup-Newell equation and the involutive system {F,} is actually produced by the nonlinearized time part of the Lax pair of the high-order Kaup-Newell equation. Specifically, the involutive solution of the well-known derivative SchrGdinger equation u,=$u,+f( u 1 II 1 2)x is obtained.
II. COMMUTATOR REPRESENTATION OF THE KAUP-NEWELL VECTOR FIELD
Consider the Kaup-Newell eigenvalue problem6
where A is an eigenparameter, y= (yI,y2) ', v,=@/&, u(W) , and U(W) are potential functions, XE a. The underlying interval fl is ( -00, + 03 ) or (0, T) under the decaying conditions at infinity or periodic condition, respectively. iiluB+uvA
In Eq. (2.9), K and J are the pair of Lenard's operators, G= (G"', GC2))=. G(')(x), Gc2'(x> are two arbitrarily smooth functions on 0. According to Eq. (2.7) and L = L, + L2a, through calculating Eq. (2.9) and sorting it out, we have [note c3L= L1,+ ( L1+ L&d+ L2#} .
where A is an eigenvalue of Eq. (2.6), K, J are expressed as (2.4).
hj We substitute Eq. (2.13) into the right-hand side of Eq. (2.8) and carefully calculate it. It is not difficult to find that the result is equal to the right-hand side of Eq. (2.11).
DefinetheLenard'srecursivesequence{Fj}:
and their derivatives' and is unique if its constant term is required to be zero. Xi= JGj is the Kaup i.e., wt=Xm is the natural compatible condition of Ly=d*y and yr= Wd. Pro03 whose Hamiltonian function H is H=iW2p,q) +&P,P) Oh).
(3.4)
The Poisson bracket of two functions in the symplectic space (RzN,dp Adq) is de&red as9 which is skew-symplectic, bilinear, and satisfies the Jacobi identity and 
Calculate the inner product of the left-hand and right-hand sides of the above two equalities, respectively. Through a series of careful calculations, it is easy to find that (aFk/ap,aF)/aq) is expressed as the sum of the symmetrical items about k, 1. So the required result is right. Remark The finite-dimensional involutive systems {F,} are the stationary points of the corresponding higher-order flows (see Refs. 10 and 11) and therefore special cases of the systems considered in Refs. 10 and 11. 
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